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Description

BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] A clothes treating apparatus and a method for
manufacturing a clothes treating apparatus are disclosed
herein.

2. Background

[0002] Generally, a clothes treating apparatus, such
as a washing machine, a washing machine having a dry-
ing function, or a dryer, may include a drum into which
laundry may be introduced. In a case of a washing ma-
chine, a tub to accommodate washing water may further
be provided, and a drum may be rotatably installed in the
tub.
[0003] FIG. 1 is a side sectional view of a washing ma-
chine, as an example of a clothes treating apparatus, in
accordance with the related art. As shown, the washing
machine of Fig. 1 includes a cabinet 11, a tub 21 accom-
modated in the cabinet 11, and a drum 31 rotatably in-
stalled in the tub 21.
[0004] An opening 12 and a door 13, through which
laundry may be introduced into the washing machine,
are provided on a front surface of the cabinet 11. The tub
21 is supported in the cabinet 11 by a spring 22 and a
damper 23. The tub 21 has a cylindrical shape, one side
of which is open, and the drum 31 is rotatably installed
in the tub 21.
[0005] The drum 31 has a cylindrical shape, a front
side of which is open, and a plurality of through holes 33
is formed on a circumferential surface of the drum 31. A
plurality of lifts 35 to lift laundry is provided on an inner
surface of the drum 31.
[0006] A drive motor 25 to rotate the drum 31 is coupled
to a rear side of the tub 21. A drain passage 27 having
a drain pump 28 to discharge water is provided at a bot-
tom surface of the drum 31.
[0007] A detergent input device 41 to supply detergent
is provided above the tub 21. The detergent input device
41 is connected to a water supply pipe 43. The water
supply pipe 43 is provided with a water supply valve 45.
[0008] In the conventional clothes treating apparatus
discussed above, vibration generated when the drum 31
is rotated by the drive motor 25 is transmitted to the tub
21. In order to absorb the vibration transmitted to the tub
21, the spring 22 and the damper 23 are provided. Fur-
ther, an additional buffering member to absorb vibration
of the drum is required. As the buffering member is con-
nected to the drum 31 or the tub 21, an installation space
of the buffering member is large. This may limit a size of
the drum or the tub.
[0009] US 2012/0024019 A1 describes a laundry ma-
chine having a bearing housing that is supported by a
base of the cabinet via a suspension unit. The suspension

unit includes radial brackets and axial brackets, and a
first suspension, a second suspension, a third suspen-
sion, a first damper and a second damper. The first and
second suspensions are connected between the axial
brackets and the base. The third suspension is directly
connected between the bearing housing and the base.
The suspensions are installed vertically, and the first and
second dampers are installed obliquely in a forward/rear-
ward direction. In an example, upper ends of the first and
second suspensions are located relatively higher than
connected portions of the radial brackets.
[0010] EP 0504619 A1 describes a screwless connec-
tion of a shock absorber to a washing unit and to a hous-
ing of a washing machine.
[0011] EP 1760183 A2 relates to a drum type washing
machine having dampers.
[0012] US 2005/0005650 A1 relates to a bracket for
washing machine.
[0013] The invention is indicated in the independent
claims. Further embodiments are indicated in the de-
pendent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Embodiments will be described in detail with ref-
erence to the following drawings in which like reference
numerals refer to like elements, and wherein:

FIG. 1 is a side sectional view of a washing machine
in accordance with the conventional art;
FIG. 2 is a partial side sectional view of a clothes
treating apparatus according to an embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a tub and a rear gasket
of the clothes treating apparatus of FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a bearing housing
coupled to a tub back of the clothes treating appa-
ratus of FIG. 2, installed on a lower surface of a cab-
inet, by a plurality of supports, a plurality of dampers,
and a plurality of elastic members;
FIG. 5 is a side sectional view, taken above line V-
V of FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a partial disassembled perspective view of
FIG. 4, which illustrates a damper holder, to which
a first damper and a second damper have been cou-
pled, coupled to a support;
FIG. 7 is a bottom perspective view of the first damp-
er and the second damper of FIG. 4 coupled to the
damper holder;
FIG. 8 is a side sectional view, taken along line VII-
VII of FIG. 4;
FIG. 9 is a side sectional view illustrating a first brack-
et connected to a mass and a cabinet, according to
another embodiment;
FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a method of man-
ufacturing a clothes treating apparatus according to
an embodiment;
FIG. 11 is a flowchart illustrating a suspension in-
stallation of FIG. 10 according to an embodiment;
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FIG. 12 is a flowchart illustrating a damper holder
arrangement of FIG. 11 according to an embodi-
ment;
FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a damper holder
arrangement of FIG. 11 according to another em-
bodiment;
FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating a suspension in-
stallation of FIG. 10 according to another embodi-
ment;
FIG. 15 is a disassembled perspective view corre-
sponding to FIG. 6, which illustrates a damper holder
to which a horizontal damper has been coupled, cou-
pled to a support according to another embodiment;
and
FIG. 16 is a bottom perspective view before the hor-
izontal damper and the damper holder of FIG. 15 are
coupled to each other.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] Description will now be given in detail of em-
bodiments, with reference to the accompanying draw-
ings. Where possible, like reference numerals have been
used to indicate like elements, and repetitive disclosure
has been omitted.
[0016] Embodiments shown in the attached drawings
are related to a washing machine for washing and drying
clothes. However, embodiments are not limited to this,
but rather, are applicable to a clothes treating apparatus
that generates vibration as a drum is rotated, for example,
a dryer, a washing machine, or other similar apparatus.
[0017] A clothes treating apparatus according to an
embodiment may be implemented as a washing ma-
chine. As shown in FIG. 2, the clothes treating apparatus
may include a cabinet 80, which may form an accommo-
dation space therein, a tub 90 accommodated in the cab-
inet 80, and a drum 300 rotatably accommodated in the
tub 90.
[0018] The cabinet 80 may be provided with an inlet,
through which laundry may be introduced into the clothes
treating apparatus, on a front surface thereof. The cabi-
net 80 may be further provided with a door 85 to open
and close the inlet, on a front surface thereof.
[0019] Although not shown, the tub 90 may be support-
ed in the cabinet 80 in a suspended manner (refer to FIG.
1). The tub 90 may have an inlet, through which laundry
may be introduced into the clothes treating apparatus, at
a front side thereof, and may form a space to store wash-
ing water used to wash laundry. One side of the tub 90
may be fixed to a base 600 of the cabinet 80.
[0020] As shown in FIG. 3, the tub 90 may include a
tub front 100, which may form a front side of the tub 90,
and a tub rear 120, which may form a rear side of the tub
90. The tub front 100 and the tub rear 120 may be as-
sembled to each other by, for example, screws, and form
a space to accommodate the drum 300 therein. The tub
rear 120 may have a cylindrical shape to enclose the
drum 300. A front side of the tub rear 120 may be open,

and a rear side of the tub rear 120 may have a doughnut-
shaped rear surface 128. The front side of the tub rear
120 may be coupled to the tub front 100 in a sealed man-
ner.
[0021] The tub rear 120 may be provided with a blast
outlet 121 for a washing machine for both washing and
drying. The tub rear 120 may also be provided with a
cooling water injection opening 122, through which cool-
ing water may be supplied to an inside of the tub 90. In
another embodiment, a clothes treating apparatus hav-
ing only a washing function may not be provided with the
blast outlet 121 and the cooling water injection opening
122.
[0022] A plurality of coupling portions to be fixedly-in-
stalled at or to the cabinet 80 may be formed at the tub
rear 120. Further, an inner circumference of the rear sur-
face 128 of the tub rear 120 may be connected to an
outer circumference of a rear gasket 250. An inner cir-
cumference of the rear gasket 250 may be connected to
a tub back 130. The tub back 130 may be provided with
a through hole at a central portion thereof, through which
a rotational shaft 351 may be passed. The rear gasket
250 may be formed of a flexible material, such that vi-
bration of the tub back 130 may not be transmitted to the
tub rear 120.
[0023] The rear gasket 250 may be connected to the
tub back 130 and the tub rear 120 in a sealed manner,
thereby preventing washing water in the tub 90 from leak-
ing to the outside. When the drum 300 is rotated, the tub
back 130 may vibrate together with the drum 300. The
drum 300 may be spaced from the tub rear 120 with a
predetermined or sufficient gap therebetween, to prevent
interference with the tub rear 120. As set forth above, the
rear gasket 250 may be formed of a flexible material,
such that the tub back 130 performs a relative motion
with respect to the tub rear 120 without interference ther-
ebetween. The rear gasket 250 may include a bellows
portion, which may extend a predetermined or sufficient
length so that the tub back 130 may perform the relative
motion with respect to the tub rear 120.
[0024] The drum 300 may be accommodated in the
tub 90, and may be rotatably coupled to a rear side of
the tub 90. A plurality of through holes may be provided
at a circumference and a rear end of the drum 300, such
that an inside and an outside of the drum 300 communi-
cate with each other.
[0025] A spider 350 may be provided at a rear end of
the drum 300. The spider 350 may be arranged to extend
in a radial direction of the drum 300.
[0026] A plurality of lifters 311, 312 may be provided
on an inner surface of a circumference (cylindrical por-
tion) of the drum 300, such that laundry may be lifted up
when the drum 300 is rotated. The drum 300 may further
be provided with ball balancers at a front side and a rear
side thereof. The rear side of the drum 300 may be con-
nected to the spider 350, and the spider 350 may be
connected to the rotational shaft 351. The drum 300 may
be rotated in the tub 90 by a rotational force transmitted
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through the rotational shaft 351.
[0027] The rotational shaft 351 may be directly con-
nected to a drive motor 500 through the tub back 130.
More specifically, a rotor 520 of the drive motor 500 may
be directly connected to the rotational shaft 351. A bear-
ing housing 400 may be coupled to a rear surface of the
tub back 130. The bearing housing 400 may rotatably
support the rotational shaft 351 between the drive motor
500 and the tub back 130.
[0028] A stator 510 of the drive motor 500 may be fix-
edly-installed at the bearing housing 400. The rotor 520
may be disposed to enclose the stator 510. The drive
motor 500 may be an outer rotor type of motor, and may
be directly connected to the rotational shaft 351.
[0029] The bearing housing 400 may be supported with
respect to the base 600, which may form a bottom surface
of the cabinet 80, by a suspension. As shown in FIG. 4,
the suspension may include a plurality of supports 690
connected to the bearing housing 400, and a damping
member 718 installed between each support 690 and the
base 600. The plurality of supports 690 may include a
first support 691 a and a second support 691 b disposed,
respectively, at two lower portions with respect to the
drum 300. Each damping member 718 may include a
damper 759 and an elastic member 719, each disposed
between the respective support 690 and the base 600 .
[0030] The suspension may be disposed such that the
supports 690, the dampers 759, and the elastic members
719 are symmetrical to each other, based on the rota-
tional shaft 351 of the drum 300. According to one em-
bodiment, the suspension may further include masses
installed at each support 690. The masses may be dis-
posed to be symmetrical to each other, based on the
rotational shaft 351 of the drum 300.
[0031] Hereinafter, components installed at a left side
of the drawings will be explained.
[0032] The support 690 (the first support 691 a dis-
posed on the left side of the drawings) may be connected
to the bearing housing 400, and may be connected to
the tub back 130 at a rear side of the tub 90 by the bearing
housing 400. The support 690 may extend toward the
base 600 at the rear side of the tub 90, and extend toward
a side of the cabinet 80 so as to be inclined with respect
to the base 600. The support 690 may extend in a down-
ward direction and then be bent between the tub 90 and
the base 600, and continuously extend toward a front
side of the cabinet 80.
[0033] A bent portion, formed as the support 690 pass-
es through a space between the rear side of the tub 90
and the cabinet 80 and is bent, may be a lowest portion
of the support 690. That is, the support 690 may be
formed such that a distance from the base 600 is shortest
at the bent portion. Further, the support 690 may extend
from the bent portion toward the front side of the cabinet
80. In this case, the support 690 may extend toward an
upper side of the tub 90 a little such that a distance from
the base 600 gradually increases. As the lowest portion
of the support 690 is formed at a rear side of the cabinet

80, the bearing housing 400 and the drum 300 may be
stably supported. The support 690 may extend in the
upward direction a little toward the front side of the cab-
inet 80. Further, a front side of the support 690 may be
bent in an approximate arch shape, such that a space to
mount a damper holder may be formed.
[0034] As indicated above, a plurality of the supports
690 may be provided. Alternatively, only one support 690
may be provided. In the case where the plurality of the
supports 690 is provided, the first support 691 a may be
disposed on the left or a first side and the second support
691 b may be disposed on the right or a second side,
with shapes symmetrical to each other, based on the
rotational shaft 351 of the drum 300. The plurality of sup-
ports 690 may include first brackets 710a, 710b and sec-
ond brackets 730a, 730b. The first support 691 a and the
second support 691 b may have shapes symmetrical to
each other. Hereinafter, the first support 691 a disposed
on the left or the first side based on the rotational shaft
351 of the drum 300 will be explained.
[0035] The first bracket 710a may be connected to a
bracket connection portion 410a of the bearing housing
400, and may extend toward the base 600 with an incli-
nation at a rear side of the tub back 130 and be bent
between the tub 100 and the base 600. The first bracket
710a may be formed such that a width thereof is narrower
toward a lower side from an upper side. That is, the first
bracket 710a connected to the bracket connection por-
tion 410a may have an upper side width greater than a
lower side width.
[0036] The first bracket 710a may be coupled to the
bracket connection portion 410a of the bearing housing
400, utilizing a plurality of coupling holes formed at an
upper portion of the first bracket 710a. A damper coupling
portion 714 (see Fig. 6), to which a third damper 780a,
which is explained hereinbelow, may be hinge-coupled,
may be further formed at an upper side of the first bracket
710a. In a case in which no third damper is provided, the
damper coupling portion 714 may be omitted. The damp-
er coupling portion 714 may be formed as one or more
protrusion having one or more hinge coupling hole that
protrudes toward a side at an upper right side of the first
bracket 710a.
[0037] Bent portion 713 (see Fig. 6), a lower portion of
the first bracket 710a, may be connected to a second
bracket 730a, which is explained hereinbelow, and may
be connected to an elastic member. In a case in which
a suspension according to an embodiment further in-
cludes mass 750a, the mass 750a may be provided be-
tween the bent portion 713 and the elastic member. The
bent portion 713 may be provided with four or more
through holes for caulking, for example.
[0038] The first bracket 710a may further include side
walls 711 and 712 formed to obtain intensity or increase
a strength of the first bracket 710a, in order to stably
support the drum 300 without downward deformation,
and beads 715. The side walls 711 and 712, which may
be disposed at two ends or side of the first bracket 710a
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in a widthwise direction, may be formed so that a height
thereof increase toward a lower side from an upper side.
The beads 715 may be formed between an upper portion
of the first bracket 710a and the bent portion 713. For
example, two beads 715 may extend in an extended di-
rection of the first bracket 710a substantially in parallel.
However, a shape of the beads is not limited to that
shown, and any shape which can satisfy a required in-
tensity or strength may be implemented.
[0039] The first bracket 710a may be provided with the
side walls 711, 712 and the beads 715, as it is formed
by, for example, press-molding. The second bracket
730a, which is explained hereinbelow, may also be
formed by, for example, press-molding, and may be
formed of a same material as the first bracket 710a.
[0040] The second bracket 730a may be disposed be-
low the tub 90, and may extend from the first bracket
710a toward the front side of the cabinet 80, along the
space between the tub 90 and the base 600. The second
bracket 730a may be formed so as to extend toward the
upper side of the tub 90 a little, from a rear end portion
to a middle portion thereof. The second bracket 730a
may be formed so as to be bent in an approximate arch
shape, from the middle portion to a front end portion. A
damper holder mounting portion may be formed at a low-
er surface of the second bracket 730a.
[0041] The second bracket 730a may be formed such
that a width thereof is narrowed toward a front side from
a rear side thereof. That is, the rear end portion of the
second bracket 730a, connected to the first bracket 710a,
may have a width greater than a width of the front end
portion of the second bracket 730a.
[0042] The rear end portion of the second bracket 730a
may be connected to the bent portion 713 of the first
bracket 710a in a caulking manner, for example, and may
be caulked on or at least 4 connection points. However,
the coupling method is not limited to this. That is, the
second bracket 730a may be coupled to the first bracket
710a by a coupling method, such as bolts, and an addi-
tional coupling means or method may be used in addition
to the caulking method.
[0043] The front end portion of the second bracket
730a may be elastically supported by a front elastic mem-
ber 740a, and the middle portion of the second bracket
730a may be supported by a second damper 770a. A
space between the front end portion and the middle por-
tion of the second bracket 730a may be supported by a
first damper 760a, and the rear end portion of the second
bracket 730a may be elastically supported by a rear elas-
tic member 720a.
[0044] A front spring holder 701 a to connect the front
elastic member 740a to the second bracket 730a, a
damper holder 702a to connect the first damper 760a
and the second damper 770a to the second bracket 730a,
and a rear spring holder 703a to connect the rear elastic
member 720a to the second bracket 730a may be further
provided. The second bracket 730a may be coupled to
the front spring holder 701 a by, for example, a bolt 820a,

as a coupling hole may be formed at or in a side wall of
the front end portion of the second bracket 730a. The
second bracket 730a may be coupled to the damper hold-
er 702a by, for example, one or more coupling screw
830a, as one or more coupling hole may be penetratingly
formed at or in a damper holder mounting portion 734
(see Fig. 7). The rear spring holder 703a may be coupled
to a lower portion of the bent portion of the first support
691 a. However, in a case in which the mass 750a is
installed at the bent portion of the first support 691 a as
discussed hereinbelow, the rear spring holder 703a may
be coupled to a lower surface of the mass 750a.
[0045] As shown in FIG. 5, the front spring holder 701
a may include an upper portion 7011 a coupled to the
front end portion of the second bracket 730a by the bolt
820a, and a lower portion 7012a, to which the front elastic
member 740a may be fittedly-coupled. The upper portion
7011 a of the front spring holder 701 a may have a ’U’
shape that contacts a lower surface and two side wall
surfaces of the front end portion of the second bracket
730a. The lower portion 7012a of the front spring holder
701 a may have an approximate cylindrical shape, and
a hole may be formed at or in the lower portion 7012a.
[0046] The lower portion 7012a of the front spring hold-
er 701 a may be provided with a screw thread on an outer
surface thereof, and the front elastic member 740a may
be fittedly-coupled to the screw thread. A stopper may
protrude from an end of the screw thread, thereby block-
ing an end portion of the front elastic member 740a.
[0047] A pair of elastic members may be configured to
elastically support two ends of the second bracket 730a,
and may include the front elastic member 740a and the
rear elastic member 720a. The front elastic member 740a
and the rear elastic member 720a may be springs, and
may extend in a vertical direction with respect to the base
600. The springs used as the elastic members 740a,
720a may have a side silhouette of a bell shape or a jar
shape. For instance, the spring used as the elastic mem-
ber may be formed such that its diameter is small at an
end portion thereof coupled to the lower portion 7012a
of the front spring holder 701 a, and its diameter gradually
increases toward the base 600.
[0048] With the above configuration, the diameter of
the elastic member gradually increases toward the base
600. Accordingly, even if the elastic member 740a is
transformed by vibration generated when the drum 300
is rotated, the lower portion 7012a of the front spring hold-
er 701 a does not collide with the spring. This may prevent
noise.
[0049] As shown in FIG. 4, such elastic members may
be provided at lateral sides based on the rotational shaft
351 of the drum 300. The elastic members may be con-
figured to elastically support the drum 300 and compo-
nents connected to the drum 300, at 4 points, for exam-
ple. More specifically, two front elastic members 740a,
740b may be provided at first and second lateral sides,
and two rear elastic members 720a, 720b may be pro-
vided at first and second lateral sides. Elastic member
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fixing portions 620a, 620b, 640a, 640b to fix the elastic
members 720a, 720b, 740a, 740b may protrude from the
base 600, thereby fixing the elastic members 720a, 720b,
740a, 740b to the base 600.
[0050] A plurality of damper fixing portions to hinge-
couple a plurality of dampers to the base 600 may be
provided at the base 600. The plurality of damper fixing
portions may include first damper fixing portions 660a,
660b, second damper fixing portions 670a, 670b, and
third damper fixing portions.
[0051] The first damper fixing portions 660a, 660b to
fix first dampers 760a, 760b to the base 600 may extend
upward from the base 600, and may be provided with
coupling holes penetratingly-formed in the rear to front
direction of the cabinet 80. Further, the first damper fixing
portions 660a, 660b may be further provided with plates
to fix end portions of the first dampers 760a, 760b to the
base 600, without being pushed toward an inner side of
the cabinet 80. The first dampers 760a, 760b may be
fixed to the base 600, by, for example, pins that pass
through the coupling holes of the first damper fixing por-
tions 660a, 660b.
[0052] The second damper fixing portions 670a, 670b
to fix second dampers 770a, 770b to the base 600 may
extend upward from the base 600, and may be provided
with coupling holes penetratingly-formed in the lateral
direction of the cabinet 80. Further, the second damper
fixing portions 670a, 670b may be further provided with
plates to fix end portions of the second dampers 770a,
770b to the base 600, without being pushed toward a
rear side of the cabinet 80. The second dampers 770a,
770b may be fixed to the base 600, by, for example, pins
that pass through the coupling holes of the second damp-
er fixing portions 670a, 670b.
[0053] The third damper fixing portions to fix third
dampers 780a, 780b to the base 600 may extend upward
from the base 600, and may be provided with coupling
holes penetratingly-formed in the rear to front direction
of the cabinet 80. Further, the third damper fixing portions
may be further provided with plates to fix end portions of
the third dampers 780a, 780b to the base 600, without
being pushed toward a lateral side of the cabinet 80. In
the drawings, only the left third damper fixing portion 680a
is illustrated. However, the right third damper fixing por-
tion may be also formed, as a pair of third dampers 780a,
780b may be installed right and left in a symmetrical man-
ner. In this case, the third damper fixing portions may be
formed at the base 600 when the third dampers 780a,
780b are further provided according to an embodiment.
[0054] As discussed above, the rear end portion of the
second bracket 730a may be coupled to the first bracket
710a, and the rear elastic member 720a may be provided
between the rear end portion of the second bracket 730a
and the base 600 to thus be elastically-supported. In a
case in which the mass 750a is further provided accord-
ing to an embodiment, the mass 750a may be coupled
to a lower portion of the second bracket 730a. The rear
elastic member 720a may be provided between the mass

750a and the base 600, thereby elastically-supporting
the first bracket 710a, the second bracket 730a, and the
mass 750a.
[0055] The second bracket 730a may further include
side walls 731 and 732 formed to obtain intensity or in-
crease a strength of second bracket 730a, in order to
stably support the drum 300, and beads 735. The side
walls 731 and 732 may be disposed at two ends of the
second bracket 730a in a widthwise direction. The sec-
ond bracket 730a may be formed such that its width grad-
ually increases toward a rear end from a front end thereof.
The beads 735 may be formed between the front end
and the rear end of the second bracket 730a, and may
extend in an extended direction of the second bracket
730a. The second bracket 730a may be further provided
with the damper holder mounting portion 734 (see Fig.
7) to couple the damper holder 702a, at a lower surface
thereof. The damper holder mounting portion 734 may
be a space to connect the damper holder 702a to a lower
side of the second bracket 730a, and may be formed as
an upper surface of the second bracket 730a from the
front end portion to the middle portion is bent in an arch
shape.
[0056] The first damper 760a and the second damper
770a may be connected to the second bracket 730a by
the damper holder 702a. As shown in FIGS. 6 and 7, the
damper holder 702a may be coupled to the damper hold-
er mounting portion 734 by, for example, the coupling
screws 830a formed to penetrate from an upper surface
of the second bracket 730a to the damper holder mount-
ing portion 734.
[0057] The damper holder 702a may include a plate
7021 a installed at the damper holder mounting portion
734, and coupled to the damper holder mounting portion
734 by, for example, screws, a first damper connection
portion 7023a that protrudes downward from the plate
7021 a, and may be hinge-coupled to the first damper
760a, and a second damper connection portion 7027a
that protrudes downward from the plate 7021 a, and may
be hinge-coupled to the second damper 770a. The plate
7021 a may have a plate shape having a silhouette that
extends from two edges of the damper holder mounting
portion 734, and provided with a plurality of through holes
7022a. The plate 7021 a may be coupled to the damper
holder mounting portion 734 by, for example, the coupling
screws 830a. The first damper connection portion 7023a
and the second damper connection portion 7027a may
be formed at a lower surface of the plate 7021 a. The
first damper connection portion 7023a may be disposed
at the front side of the cabinet 80, and may be closer to
the lateral side of the cabinet 80 than the second damper
connection portion 7027a. The second damper connec-
tion portion 7027a may be disposed at the rear side of
the cabinet 80, and may be closer to an inner side of the
cabinet 80 than the first damper connection portion
7023a. Further, the first damper connection portion
7023a and the second damper connection portion 7027a
may be formed so that the first damper 760a and the
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second damper 770a may be arranged at or in the base
600 at angles, as explained hereinbelow.
[0058] The first damper connection portion 7023a may
be a partition open toward an inner side of the cabinet
80 and the base 600. That is, the first damper connection
portion 7023a may be formed as an approximate ’U’-
shaped plate, disposed to face the front side, the lateral
side, and the rear side of the cabinet 80, respectively,
and may extend from a lower surface of the plate 7021
a, toward the base 600. The first damper connection por-
tion 7023a may be provided with through holes 7026a at
surfaces that face the front side and the rear side of the
cabinet 80. A first damper pin 840a may be inserted into
the through hole 7026a to hinge-couple, the first damper
760a to the first damper connection portion 7023a. In this
case, the first damper 760a may be hinge-coupled to the
first damper connection portion 7023a by the first damper
pin 840a, such that a coupling shaft of the first damper
760a may extend in the rear to front direction of the cab-
inet 80.
[0059] The second damper connection portion 7027a
may be a partition open toward the rear side of the cabinet
80 and the base 600. That is, the second damper con-
nection portion 7027a may be formed as an approximate
’U’-shaped plate, disposed to face the front side, the side
surface, and the inner side of the cabinet 80, respectively,
and may extend from a lower surface of the plate 7021
a, toward the base 600. The second damper connection
portion 7027a may be provided with through holes 7024a
at surfaces that face the lateral side and the inner side
of the cabinet 80. A second damper pin 850a may be
inserted into the through holes 7024a, to hinge-couple
the second damper 770a to the second damper connec-
tion portion 7027a. In this case, the second damper 770a
may be hinge-coupled to the second damper connection
portion 7027a by the second damper pin 850a, such that
a coupling shaft of the second damper 770a may extend
in the lateral direction of the cabinet 80.
[0060] As shown, an extended line of a shaft of the first
damper pin 840a that connects the first damper connec-
tion portion 7023a and the first damper 760a to each
other may cross an extended line of a shaft of the second
damper pin 850a that connects the second damper con-
nection portion 7027a and the second damper 770a to
each other. That is, the first damper connection portion
7023a and the second damper connection portion 7027a
may be arranged so that a central axis of the through
holes 7026a of the first damper connection portion 7023a
crosses a central axis of the through holes 7024a of the
second damper connection portion 7027a. Further, one
through hole 7024a of the second damper connection
portion 7027a may be arranged close to the central axis
of the through holes 7026a of the first damper connection
portion 7023a.
[0061] With this configuration, the first damper connec-
tion portion 7023a and the second damper connection
portion 7027a may be efficiently arranged in a limited
space below the damper holder mounting portion 734.

Accordingly, the first damper 760a and the second damp-
er 770a may be stably connected to the second bracket
730a. Further, the first damper connection portion 7023a
and the second damper connection portion 7027a may
be stably supported, as they are fixedly-connected to the
plate 7021a.
[0062] The first damper pin 840a may be inserted into
the through holes 7026a of the first damper connection
portion 7023a, toward the front side from the rear side of
the cabinet 80. The second damper pin 850a may be
inserted into the through holes 7024a of the second
damper connection portion 7027a, toward the inner side
from the lateral side of the cabinet 80. In this case, as
discussed above, if one through hole 7024a of the second
damper connection portion 7027a is arranged close to
the central axis of the through holes 7026a of the first
damper connection portion 7023a, it may be difficult to
couple the first damper pin 840a to the through holes
7026a, because the one through hole 7024a of the sec-
ond damper connection portion 7027a may be blocked
by a head of the second damper pin 850a coupled to the
second damper connection portion 7027b. Therefore, the
first damper pin 840a may be coupled first, and then, the
second damper pin 850a.
[0063] However, the coupling order may differ accord-
ing a shape and an arrangement of the first damper con-
nection portion 7023a and the second damper connec-
tion portion 7027a, a shape and a coupling direction of
the first damper pin 840a and the second damper pin
850a, for example. For instance, unlike the aforemen-
tioned configuration, if one through hole 7026a of the first
damper connection portion 7023a is arranged close to
the central axis of the through holes 7024a of the second
damper connection portion 7027a, the second damper
pin 850a may be coupled first, and then, the first damper
pin 840a. Further, if the first damper pin 840a and/or the
second damper pin 850a are inserted in opposite direc-
tions to the directions shown in FIG. 7, the coupling order
is not considered. Detailed assembly processes among
the plurality of dampers, the damper holder, and the sec-
ond bracket will be explained hereinbelow.
[0064] A shape of the damper holder 702a is not limited
to the aforementioned shape. For example, the first
damper connection portion 7023a and the second damp-
er connection portion 7027a may be formed as separate
members, not as members connected to a single plate,
and may be coupled to the second bracket 730a, respec-
tively. In this case, when the first damper pin 840a and
the second damper pin 850a are assembled to each oth-
er, the first damper connection portion 7023a and the
second damper connection portion 7027a do not interfere
with each other.
[0065] According to one embodiment, the masses
750a, 750b may be further included. The mass may be
an approximate ’L’-shaped concrete mass, which may
extend to toward the front side and the upper side of the
cabinet 80. However, the material of the mass is not lim-
ited to concrete. That is, the mass may be formed of any
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material which can provide a weight large enough for the
drum 300 to be balanced. The masses 750a, 750b may
be installed on lateral sides based on the rotational shaft
351 of the drum 300, with shapes symmetrical to each
other. Hereinafter, the mass 750a on the left will be ex-
plained.
[0066] The mass 750a may enclose a connection por-
tion between the first bracket 710a and the second brack-
et 730a, and may enclose a rear surface of the first brack-
et 710a and a lower surface of the second bracket 730a.
The mass 750a may be formed such that its surface that
contacts the first bracket 710a and the second bracket
730a is dented, in order to enclose a portion of the right
side wall 712 of the first bracket 710a, and a portion of
the right side wall 732 of the second bracket 730a. How-
ever, embodiments are not limited thereto; that is, the
mass 750a may be attached to the first bracket 710a or
the second bracket 730a.
[0067] The mass 750a may be formed such that the
center of gravity is concentrated to or at the rear side of
the cabinet 80, or the inner side of the cabinet 80. More
specifically, as shown, the mass 750a may have a great-
est thickness at a portion corresponding to the bent por-
tion of the support, that is, at the portion corresponding
to the connection portion of the first bracket 710a and
the second bracket 730a. The thickness may gradually
decease toward the front side of the cabinet 80 from a
lower surface of the second bracket 730a. The mass
750a may have a thickness in the lateral direction which
may be greater at a portion that enclose the side wall 712
of the second bracket than at a portion that enclose the
side wall 711 of the second bracket. The mass 750a may
have the center of gravity such that the drum 300 in which
laundry has been accommodated is not inclined to one
side, or serves as a mass when the drum 300 vibrates.
[0068] Referring to FIG. 8, the mass 750a may be fur-
ther provided with a through hole 751 to fix the mass
750a to a rear surface 610 of the cabinet 80 by, for ex-
ample, a transit bolt 810a. The transit bolt 810a may ex-
tend from a bolt mounting portion 611 formed at the rear
surface 610 of the cabinet 80, toward the mass 750a.
One end of the transit bolt 810a may be inserted into the
through hole 751. The rear spring holder 703a to fix the
rear elastic member 720a may be fixed to a lower surface
of the mass 750a by, for example, a bolt.
[0069] The rear spring holder 703a may be provided
with a through hole to be coupled with the mass 750a by,
for example, a bolt. Further, the rear spring holder 703a
may have an upper portion having one end bent upward
according to a shape of the lower surface of the mass
750a, and a lower portion having a screw thread on an
outer surface thereof. The screw thread may receive fit-
tedly-inserted therein the rear elastic member 720a. The
lower portion of the rear spring holder 703a may have a
same shape as a shape of the aforementioned front
spring holder 701 a, and thus, detailed explanations
thereof has been omitted.
[0070] FIG. 9 is a side sectional view illustrating a first

bracket 710a’ and a transit bolt 810a’ coupled to a mass
750a according to another embodiment. Referring to FIG.
9, the first bracket 710a’ may further include a bolt cou-
pling portion 716 having a screw thread on an inner sur-
face thereof. The screw thread may screw-couple one
end of the transit bolt 810a’ to the first bracket 710a’. The
transit bolt 810a’ may extend from the rear surface 610
of the cabinet 80, by passing through the through hole
751 of the mass 750a. One end of the transit bolt 810a’
may be screw-coupled to the bolt coupling portion 716
of the first bracket 710a’. In the embodiment of FIG. 8,
the transit bolt 810a may be connected to the mass 750a.
However, in the embodiment of FIG. 9, the transit bolt
810a may be connected to the first bracket 710a, as well
as the mass 750a. Accordingly, a supporting force may
be enhanced.
[0071] As the plurality of dampers, any dampers may
be used to provide a damping force due to a frictional
resistance generated when a piston is moved in a cylin-
der. The plurality of dampers may include a pair of first
dampers 760a, 760b to reduce vibration generated by
the drum 300 in right and left directions or a lateral direc-
tion, a pair of second dampers 770a, 770b to reduce vi-
bration generated when the drum 300 is rotated, and a
pair of third dampers 780a, 780b to reduce vibration gen-
erated by the drum 300 in upper and lower directions or
a vertical direction.
[0072] The pair of first dampers 760a, 760b may be
disposed at the drum 300, in a symmetrical manner to
each other based on the rotational shaft 351 of the drum
300. More specifically, the first damper 760a may be pro-
vided on the left or a first side of the drum 300, whereas
the first damper 760b may be provided on the right or a
second side of the drum 300. Likewise, the pair of second
dampers 770a, 770b may be disposed at the drum 300,
in a symmetrical manner to each other based on the ro-
tational shaft 351 of the drum 300. Likewise, the pair of
third dampers 780a, 780b may be disposed at the drum
300, in a symmetrical manner to each other based on
the rotational shaft 351 of the drum 300. Hereinafter, the
plurality of dampers 760a, 770a, 780a disposed on the
left side of the drum 300 will be explained.
[0073] The first damper 760a may reduce vibration
generated from the drum 300 in the lateral direction. The
first damper 760a may extend from the front end portion
of the second bracket 730a to the base 600, toward the
inner side of the cabinet 80, with a downward inclination.
The first damper 760a may be installed between the front
elastic member 740a and the second damper 770a, and
the end portion of the first damper 760a connected to the
second bracket 730a may be adjacent to the front elastic
member 740a.
[0074] The first damper 760a may be arranged sub-
stantially in parallel to a widthwise direction (diameter
direction) of the drum 300, and a first angle (θ1) between
the first damper 760a and the base 600 may be about
30°. However, the first angle (θ1) is not limited to this
angle, and may be within a range of 30°~60°. In a case
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in which the third damper 780a, which is discussed here-
inbelow, is further provided, the first angle (θ1) may be
determined within a range smaller than a third angle (θ3)
between the third damper 780a and the base 600.
[0075] The first damper 760a may have a smaller
damping force than the second damper 770a, which is
discussed hereinbelow. For example, the first damper
760a may have a damping force of about 40N. In a case
in which the third damper 780a is further provided, the
first damper 760a may have the same damping force as
the third damper 780a.
[0076] The second damper 770a may reduce vibration
generated when the drum 300 is consecutively rotated.
The second damper 770a may extend with an inclination,
from the central portion of the second bracket 730a, to
the base 600, toward the rear side of the cabinet 80. The
second damper 770a may extend in a lengthwise direc-
tion (shaft direction) of the drum 300, or in the rear to
front direction of the cabinet 80. The second damper 770a
may be provided between the first damper 760a and the
rear surface 610 of the cabinet 80. The rear surface 610
of the cabinet 80 is illustrated in FIGS. 8 and 9. More
specifically, the end portion of the second damper 770a
hinge-connected to the second bracket 730a may be dis-
posed adjacent to the first damper 760a, and the end
portion of the second damper 770a hinge-connected to
the base 600 may be disposed adjacent to the rear elastic
member 720a.
[0077] A second angle (θ2) between the second damp-
er 770a and the base 600 may be the same as the first
angle (θ1). The second damper 770a may have a larger
damping force than the first damper 760a. The second
damper 770a may be formed to have a larger damping
force than the first damper 760a, within a range of about
40N ~ 80N. For example, the second damper 770a may
be formed to have a damping force of about 80N. As the
second damper 770a has a larger damping force than
the first damper 760a, vibration transmitted to the base
600 may be significantly reduced, and vibration of ball
balancers may be reduced.
[0078] According to one embodiment, the third damper
780a may be further included. The third damper 780a
may reduce vibration generated by the drum 300 in upper
and lower directions or a vertical direction. The third
damper 780a may extend from the first bracket 710a to-
ward the base 600, with an inclination. The end portion
of the third damper 780a hinge-connected to the base
600 may be adjacent to the rear elastic member 720a.
[0079] A third angle (θ3) between the third damper
780a and the base 600 may be about 65°. The third damp-
er 780a may be formed to have a smaller damping force
than the second damper 770a. The third damper 780a
may have a same damping force as the first damper
760a. For example, the third damper 780a may be formed
to have a damping force of about 40N. For example, as
shown in FIG. 15, the support 690 (first support 691 a)
may be supported by a single horizontal damper 760c.
[0080] The base 600 may be provided with a lower end

fixing portion 675a to fix a lower end of the horizontal
damper 760c. The horizontal damper 760c may be in-
clined with a predetermined first angle (θ1) in the lateral
direction of the cabinet 80, and may be inclined with a
second angle (θ2) in the rear to front direction of the cab-
inet 80. The first angle (θ1) and the second angle (θ2)
may be about 45°, for example. That is, the horizontal
damper 760c may be disposed with an inclination angle
of about 45° in the lateral direction of the cabinet 80, and
may be disposed with an inclination angle of 45° in the
rear to front direction of the cabinet 80. With such a con-
figuration, the horizontal damper 760c may attenuate vi-
bration of the support 691 a in the lateral direction of the
cabinet 80, and may attenuate vibration of the support
691 a in the rear to front direction of the cabinet 80.
[0081] In this embodiment, the first angle (θ1) and the
second angle (θ2) are about 45°, respectively. However,
the first angle (θ1) and the second angle (θ2) may be
properly controlled with consideration of vibration char-
acteristics of the tub 90.
[0082] The base 600 may be provided with a lower end
fixing portion 675a to fix a lower end of the horizontal
damper 760c. For example, as shown in FIG. 16, a hor-
izontal damper connection portion 7028a to couple an
upper end of the horizontal damper 760c may be formed
at a bottom surface of the damper holder 702a. The hor-
izontal damper connection portion 7028a may be inclined
with a predetermined angle in a rear to front direction of
the damper holder 702a.
[0083] In this embodiment, as the damper holder 702a
is arranged in the rear to front direction of the cabinet 80,
the horizontal damper connection portion 7028a may be
formed with an inclination angle of about 45° with respect
to the damper holder 702a. Through holes 7029a to insert
a horizontal damper pin 855a may be formed at the hor-
izontal damper connection portion 7028a.
[0084] Hereinafter, a method of manufacturing a
clothes treating apparatus will be explained in more detail
with reference to FIGS. 2 to 16. A method of manufac-
turing a clothes treating apparatus according to an em-
bodiment may include a suspension installation, step
S10, and a tub-drum installation, step S20.
[0085] The suspension installation, step S10, may in-
clude manufacturing a support-bearing housing assem-
bly, step S100, and a buffering member installation, step
S200. The manufacturing the support-bearing housing
assembly, step S100, and the buffering member instal-
lation, step S200, may be individually performed. Alter-
natively, the manufacturing the support-bearing housing
assembly, step S100, and the buffering member instal-
lation, step 200, may be performed in a partial simulta-
neous manner. Alternatively, the suspension installation
may be performed after the manufacturing of the support-
bearing housing assembly.
[0086] The manufacturing of the support-bearing
housing assembly, step S100, may include support man-
ufacturing, step S110, and support-bearing housing cou-
pling, step S130. In the support manufacturing, step
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S110, first brackets 710a, 710b and second brackets
730a, 730b, which each may be formed by press molding,
may be prepared. Then, bent portions of the first brackets
710a, 710b may be coupled to rear ends of the second
brackets 730a, 730b in a caulking manner, as discussed
above. As a result, two supports 691 a, 691 b may be
manufactured. The two supports 691 a, 691 b may be
formed to have shapes symmetrical to each other based
on rotational shaft 351 of drum 300.
[0087] In the support-bearing housing coupling, step
S130, as the pair of supports 691 a, 691 b may be coupled
to bracket connection portions 410a, 410b of the bearing
housing 400, assembly of the supports 691 a, 691 b and
the bearing housing 400 may be performed.
[0088] The buffering member installation, step S200,
may include installing buffering members to reduce vi-
bration of the drum 300, between the supports 691 a,
691 b and the base 600, respectively. The buffering mem-
ber installation, step S200, may include buffering mem-
ber arrangement, steps S210, S220, a buffering member
holder arrangement, steps S230, S240, and a support
arrangement, step S250. In the buffering member instal-
lation, step S200, each of buffering members, buffering
member holders, and support may be installed right and
left or laterally based on the rotational shaft 351 of the
drum 300, with shapes symmetrical to each other. Here-
inafter, a case in which the components are installed on
the left of the drum 300 will be explained.
[0089] The buffering member arrangement, steps
S210, S220, may include a damper arrangement, step
S210, including coupling a plurality of dampers to the
base 600, and an elastic member installation, step S220,
including installing a plurality of elastic members to the
base 600. In the damper arrangement, step S210, one
end of each of the first dampers 760a, 760b may be hinge-
coupled to the first damper fixing portions 660a, 660b,
and one end of each of the second dampers 770a, 770b
may be hinge-coupled to the second damper fixing por-
tions 670a, 670b. In this case, the first damper pins 840a
may be inserted into the first dampers 760a, 760b, such
that the first dampers 760a, 760b have coupling shafts
that extend in the front to rear direction of the cabinet 80.
The second damper pins 850a may be inserted into the
second dampers 770a, 770b, such that the second
dampers 770a, 770b have coupling shafts that extend in
the lateral direction of the cabinet 80.
[0090] In the elastic member installation, step S220,
the plurality of elastic members 720a, 720b, 740a, 740b
may be fixed to the base 600. More specifically, the elas-
tic members may be installed in the vertical direction, and
one end of each of the elastic members may be insertion-
fixed to the plurality of elastic member fixing portions
620a, 620b, 640a, 640b formed at the base 600.
[0091] The buffering member holder arrangement,
steps S230, S240, may include a damper holder arrange-
ment, step S230, including coupling the first and second
dampers 760a, 770a to the damper holders, and a spring
holder installation, step S240, including installing the

spring holders 701 a, 703a to the elastic members 720a,
720b, 740a, 740b. Referring to FIG. 12, the damper hold-
er arrangement, step S230, may include a first damper
coupling, step S231, and a second damper coupling, step
S233.
[0092] In the first damper coupling, step S231, as dis-
cussed above, the first damper 760a may be coupled to
the first damper connection portion 7023a of the damper
holder 702a. As shown in FIG. 7, the first damper pin
840a to connect the first damper connection portion
7023a to the first damper 760a may be inserted to the
front side from the rear side of the cabinet 80. As a result,
the damper holder 702a and the coupling shaft of the first
damper 760a may be coupled to each other so as to
extend in the rear to front direction of the cabinet 80.
Further, the first damper 760a may be arranged to extend
to the base 600 from the damper holder 702a, toward
the inner side of the cabinet 80.
[0093] In the second damper coupling, step S233, the
second damper 770a may be coupled to the second
damper connection portion 7027a of the damper holder
702a to which the first damper 760a has been coupled.
As shown in FIG. 7, the second damper pin 850a to con-
nect the second damper connection portion 7027a to the
second damper 770a may be inserted to the inner side
from the lateral side of the cabinet 80. As a result, the
damper holder 702a and the coupling shaft of the second
damper 770a may be coupled to each other so as to
extend in the lateral direction of the cabinet 80. Further,
the second damper 770a may be arranged to extend to
the base 600 from the damper holder 702a, toward the
rear side of the cabinet 80.
[0094] With such a configuration, when the damper
pins 840a, 850a are coupled to the first damper connec-
tion portion 7023a and the second damper connection
portion 7027a arranged in the damper holder 702a with
a small gap therebetween, respectively, assembly of the
first damper pin 840a may not interfere with the second
damper pin 850a.
[0095] As discussed above with reference to FIG. 7,
the first damper pin 840a may be inserted into the through
holes 7026a, and the second damper pin 850a may be
inserted into the through holes 7024a. Referring to FIG.
7, only the first damper pin 840a and the second damper
pin 850a are installed on the left side of the drum 300.
However, a first damper pin and a second damper pin
may be installed on the right side of the drum 300, in a
symmetric manner to the first damper pin 840a and the
second damper pin 850a on the left.
[0096] In the support arrangement, step S250, the sup-
port 690 may be arranged such that the damper holder
mounting portion 734 of the support 690 faces the plate
7021 a of the damper holder 702a. Further, the support
690 may be arranged such that its front end portion cor-
responds to the front spring holder 701 a, and its lowest
portion (bent portion) corresponds to the rear spring hold-
er 703a at the rear side of the cabinet 80. In this case,
the support 690 may be arranged so that its lowest portion
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is lower than the coupling shaft of the first damper 760a
coupled to the damper holder 702a, and the coupling
shaft of the second damper 770a coupled to the damper
holder 702a. The front end portion of the support 690
may be coupled to the front spring holder 701 a by, for
example, a bolt, and the bent portion of the support 690
may be coupled to the rear spring holder 703a by, for
example, a bolt. The damper holder mounting portion
734 of the support 690 may be coupled to the damper
holder 702a, as the plurality of coupling screws 830a may
be inserted into the through holes 7022a of the plate 7021
a by passing through the damper holder mounting portion
737. That is, as shown in FIG. 6, the plurality of coupling
screws 830a may be inserted into the through holes
7022a from an upper side of the support 690.
[0097] With such a configuration, the first damper 760a
may be first coupled to the damper holder 702a. Then,
the support 690, which has a lowest end lower than the
coupling shaft of the first damper 760a coupled to the
damper holder 702a, may be coupled to the damper hold-
er 702a. Accordingly, assembly of the first damper pin
840a may not interfere with the lowest portion of the sup-
port 690. Further, as the coupling screws 830a may be
inserted into the through holes 7022a from the upper side
of the support 690, assembly between the support 690
and the damper holder 702a may be facilitated.
[0098] In the damper holder arrangement discussed
above, the first damper 760a and the second damper
770a may be coupled to a single damper holder 702a.
However, the clothes treating apparatus is not so limited;
that is, as with respect to FIGS. 15 to 17, one horizontal
damper may be coupled to one damper holder. In another
embodiment, a damper holder, to which the first damper
760a may be coupled, and a damper holder, to which the
second damper 770a may be coupled, may be formed
as separate members, as discussed above.
[0099] FIG. 13 is a flowchart illustrating a damper hold-
er arrangement, step S230’, and a support arrangement,
step S250’, according to another embodiment. The
damper holder arrangement, step S230’, according to
this embodiment may include coupling the first damper
760a to one damper holder, step S232, and coupling the
second damper 770a to another damper holder, step
S234. In this case, the first damper 760a and the second
damper 770a may be assembled to the damper holders,
because one damper is coupled to one damper holder.
Accordingly, one of the first damper coupling, step S232,
and the second damper coupling, step S234, may be
performed first. Alternatively, the first damper coupling,
step S232, and the second damper coupling, step S243,
may be simultaneously performed. In the first damper
coupling, step S232, a damper pin may be inserted to
the front side from the rear side of the cabinet 80, such
that the coupling shaft of the first damper 760a may ex-
tend in the rear and front direction of the cabinet 80. In
the second damper coupling, step S234, a damper pin
may be inserted to the inner side from the lateral side of
the cabinet 80, such that the coupling shaft of the second

damper 770a extends in the lateral direction of the cab-
inet 80.
[0100] Referring to FIG. 13, in the supporting member
arrangement, step S250’, according to another embodi-
ment, the damper holders may be coupled to the damper
holder mounting portions 734 of the support 690. The
damper holder, to which the first damper 760a has been
coupled, and the damper holder, to which the second
damper 770a has been coupled, may be separate mem-
bers. Accordingly, the first damper 760a may be arranged
to extend from the damper holder to the base 600 toward
the inner side of the cabinet 80, and the second damper
770a may be arranged to extend from the damper holder
to the base 600 toward the rear side of the cabinet 80.
Repetitive explanations the same as the aforementioned
explanations have been omitted.
[0101] With such a configuration, the first damper 760a
and the second damper 770a may be installed at the
support 690 without interfering with the lowest end of the
support 690. The first damper pin 840a may be inserted
into the cabinet 80 from the rear side of the cabinet 80,
to thus be coupled to the first damper 760a and the damp-
er holder 702a. Accordingly, if the support 690 is first
arranged, assembly of the first damper pin 840a may
interfere with the lowest end of the support 690. However,
with the above discussed configuration, assembly may
be implemented without such interference.
[0102] In such a manner, the suspensions may be lat-
erally installed at the rotational shaft 351 of the drum 300,
so as to be symmetric to each other. In step S20 of in-
stalling the tub 90 and the drum 300, the tub 90 may be
fixed to the base 600, and the drum 300 may be rotatably
installed at the tub 90.
[0103] FIG. 14 is a flowchart illustrating another em-
bodiment of a suspension installation of FIG. 10. Refer-
ring to FIG. 14, a support-bearing housing coupling, step
S100’, according to another embodiment may further in-
clude a mass mounting, step S120, and a tub back
mounting, step S140. In the mass mounting, step S120,
the above discussed masses 750a, 750b may be mount-
ed to the bent portions of the supports 691 a, 691 b, that
is, a connected portion between the first brackets 710a,
710b and the second brackets 730a, 730b. Then, the
supports 691 a, 691 b where the masses 750a, 750b
have been installed may be coupled to the bracket con-
nection portions 410a, 410b of the bearing housing 400.
As a result, assembly of the supports 691 a, 691 b and
the bearing housing 400 may be manufactured. In the
tub back mounting, step S140, the tub back 130 may be
mounted to a front surface of the bearing housing 400.
In this case, the tub back 130 having the rear gasket 250
on an outer circumference thereof may be mounted.
[0104] Referring to FIG. 14, a buffering member instal-
lation, step S200’, according to another embodiment may
include a buffering member arrangement, steps S210’,
S220, a buffering member holder arrangement, steps
S230, S240, and a support arrangement, step S260. In
the buffering member installation, step S200’, buffering
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members, buffering member holders, and supports may
be latterly installed, based on the rotational shaft 351 of
the drum 300, with shapes symmetrical to each other.
Hereinafter, a case in which the components are installed
on the left side of the drum 300 will be explained.
[0105] The buffering member arrangement may in-
clude a damper arrangement, step S210’, and an elastic
member installation, step S220. The elastic member in-
stallation, step S220, will not be explained, because it
has been discussed above. In the damper installation,
step S210’, third dampers may be further installed. The
third dampers 780a, 780b may be hinge-coupled to the
third damper fixing portions 680a of the base 600, such
that coupling shafts thereof extend in the rear to front
direction of the cabinet 80.
[0106] The buffering member holder arrangement,
steps S230, S240 may be the same as those of the pre-
vious embodiment, and thus, repetitive explanation has
been omitted.
[0107] Referring to FIG. 6, in the support arrangement,
step S260, the rear spring holder 703a may be coupled
to the mass 750a. The third damper 780a may be hinge-
coupled to the damper coupling portion 714 of the first
bracket 710b. More specifically, the third damper 780a
may extend from the damper coupling portion 714 to the
base 600, with an inclination with respect to the lateral
side of the cabinet 80. The third damper 780a may be
coupled to the damper coupling portion 714, such that
its coupling shaft extends in the lateral direction of the
cabinet 80. In this case, third damper pins may be insert-
ed to the front side of the cabinet 80 from the rear side
of the cabinet 80.
[0108] As aforementioned, according to an embodi-
ment, when a plurality of buffering members to attenuate
vibration of the drum 300 are installed between a bottom
surface of the cabinet 80 and the support 690, the buff-
ering members may be connected to the support 690
without interfering with the lowest end of the support 690.
According to embodiments, even if two or more buffering
members are coupled to one buffering member holder,
the buffering members and the buffering member holder
may not interfere with each other.
[0109] Embodiments disclosed herein provide a
clothes treating apparatus not requiring a buffering mem-
ber installed at a tub for reduction of vibration, by pre-
venting vibration generated from a driving unit or drive
and a drum from being transmitted to the tub, and a meth-
od for manufacturing the same.
[0110] Embodiments disclosed herein further provide
a clothes treating apparatus capable of installing a plu-
rality of dampers between a bottom surface of a cabinet
and a supporting member or support, without interfer-
ence with a lowest part or portion of the supporting mem-
ber, and a method for manufacturing the same.
[0111] Embodiments disclosed herein provide a
clothes treating apparatus capable of preventing inter-
ference among a plurality of dampers when coupling the
plurality of dampers to a single damper holder, and a

method for manufacturing the same.
[0112] Embodiments disclosed herein provide a
clothes treating apparatus that may include a cabinet; a
tub disposed in the cabinet; a drum rotatably accommo-
dated in the tub; a supporting member or support having
one or a first side connected to a rear side of the tub, and
another or a second side that extends downward and is
bent forward; a damper having a lower end connected
to a bottom surface of the cabinet; and a damper holder
installed between the damper and the supporting mem-
ber, and configured to connect the damper to the sup-
porting member. The supporting member may be dis-
posed such that a height of a lowest end thereof is lower
than a height of a coupling shaft of the damper coupled
to the damper holder.
[0113] The damper may include a first damper having
a coupling shaft that extends in right and left directions
or a lateral direction of the cabinet, and a second damper
having a coupling shaft that extends in a rear and front
direction of the cabinet. The coupling shaft of the first
damper may be configured to be inserted into the damper
holder and the damper, from a rear side to a front side
of the cabinet, in the rear and front direction of the cabinet.
The lowest end of the supporting member may be con-
figured as a bent portion disposed at a rear region of the
cabinet.
[0114] The first damper may be installed to extend from
the damper holder to a bottom surface of the cabinet,
toward an inner side of the cabinet. The second damper
may be installed to extend from the damper holder to a
bottom surface of the cabinet, toward a rear side of the
cabinet.
[0115] The damper may further include a third damper
coupled to the supporting member. The third damper may
be installed to extend downward from the supporting
member to a bottom surface of the cabinet, toward a lat-
eral side of the cabinet.
[0116] A damper holder mounting portion to mount the
damper holder may be provided on a bottom surface of
the supporting member. The clothes treating apparatus
may further be provided with a coupling member coupled
to the damper holder by passing through the supporting
member from an upper side of the supporting member.
[0117] The supporting member may be provided at
lower two sides of the tub, respectively, in the right and
left directions of the cabinet. The clothes treating appa-
ratus may further include a bearing housing coupled to
both of the supporting members disposed at the lower
two sides of the tub.
[0118] The clothes treating apparatus may further in-
clude a mass coupled to the lowest end of the supporting
member.
[0119] Embodiments disclosed herein further provide
a clothes treating apparatus that may include a cabinet;
a tub disposed in the cabinet; a drum rotatably accom-
modated in the tub; a supporting member or support hav-
ing one or a first side connected to a rear side of the tub,
and another or a second side that extends downward
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and then is bent forward; a first damper having a lower
end connected to a bottom surface of the cabinet, and
having a coupling shaft disposed in a rear and front di-
rection of the cabinet; a second damper having a lower
end connected to a bottom surface of the cabinet, and
having a coupling shaft disposed in right and left direc-
tions or a lateral direction of the cabinet; and a damper
holder installed between the first and second dampers
and the supporting member, and configured to connect
the first and second dampers to the supporting member.
The supporting member may be disposed such that a
height of a lowest end thereof is lower than a height of
the coupling shafts of the first and second dampers cou-
pled to the damper holder.
[0120] Embodiments disclosed herein further provide
a method of manufacturing a clothes treating apparatus.
The method may include a buffering member installation
step of installing a buffering member to attenuate vibra-
tion of a drum, between a bottom surface of a cabinet of
the clothes treating apparatus and a supporting member
or support. The buffering member installation step may
include a damper installation step of installing a damper
having a lower end connected to a bottom surface of the
cabinet; a damper holder arrangement step of coupling
an upper end of the damper to a damper holder; and a
supporting member arrangement step of arranging the
supporting member such that a height of a lowest end
thereof is lower than a height of a coupling shaft of the
damper coupled to the damper holder.
[0121] The damper may include a first damper and a
second damper. The damper holder arrangement step
may include a first damper coupling step of coupling the
first damper to a damper holder such that the first damper
has a coupling shaft that extends in a rear to front direc-
tion of the cabinet; and a second damper coupling step
of coupling the second damper to the damper holder such
that the second damper has a coupling shaft that extends
in right and left directions or lateral direction of the cab-
inet.
[0122] In the first damper coupling step, the first damp-
er may be coupled to the damper holder as the coupling
shaft may be inserted from a rear side to a front side of
the cabinet. In the supporting member arrangement step,
the lowest end of the supporting member may be dis-
posed at a rear side of the cabinet, the first damper may
be arranged to extend from the damper holder to a bottom
surface of the cabinet, toward an inner side of the cabinet
and the second damper may be arranged to extend from
the damper holder to a bottom surface of the cabinet,
toward a rear side of the cabinet.
[0123] The buffering member installation step may fur-
ther include a third damper coupling step of coupling a
third damper to the supporting member, after the sup-
porting member arrangement step. In the third damper
coupling step, the third damper may be arranged to ex-
tend downward from the supporting member to a bottom
surface of the cabinet, toward a lateral side of the cabinet,
in the right and left directions of the cabinet.

[0124] In the supporting member arrangement step,
the damper holder may be coupled to a lower surface of
the supporting member, and a coupling member may be
configured to be inserted into the damper holder by pass-
ing through the supporting member.
[0125] The method of manufacturing a clothes treating
apparatus may further include a step of manufacturing a
supporting member-bearing housing assembly including
a bearing housing coupling step of coupling a plurality of
supporting members or supports to a bearing housing
right and left in a symmetrical manner. In the supporting
member arrangement step, each supporting member
may be coupled to the damper holder, after being coupled
to the bearing housing.
[0126] The step of manufacturing a supporting mem-
ber-bearing housing assembly may further include a
mass coupling step of coupling a mass to a lowest end
of the supporting member.
[0127] Further scope of applicability will become more
apparent from the detailed description given hereinafter.
However, it should be understood that the detailed de-
scription and specific examples, while indicating embod-
iments, are given by way of illustration only, since various
changes and modifications within the scope of the claims
will become apparent to those skilled in the art from the
detailed description.
[0128] As the present features may be embodied in
several forms without departing from the characteristics
thereof, it should also be understood that the above-de-
scribed embodiments are not limited by any of the details
of the foregoing description, unless otherwise specified,
but rather should be construed broadly within its scope
as defined in the appended claims, and therefore all
changes and modifications that fall within the metes and
bounds of the claims, or equivalents of such metes and
bounds are therefore intended to be embraced by the
appended claims.
[0129] Any reference in this specification to "one em-
bodiment," "an embodiment," "example embodiment,"
etc., means that a particular feature, structure, or char-
acteristic described in connection with the embodiment
is included in at least one embodiment of the invention.
The appearances of such phrases in various places in
the specification are not necessarily all referring to the
same embodiment. Further, when a particular feature,
structure, or characteristic is described in connection with
any embodiment, it is submitted that it is within the pur-
view of one skilled in the art to effect such feature, struc-
ture, or characteristic in connection with other ones of
the embodiments.
[0130] Although embodiments have been described
with reference to a number of illustrative embodiments
thereof, it should be understood that numerous other
modifications and embodiments can be devised by those
skilled in the art. More particularly, various variations and
modifications are possible in the component parts and/or
arrangements of the subject combination arrangement
within the scope of the appended claims. In addition to
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variations and modifications in the component parts
and/or arrangements, alternative uses will also be ap-
parent to those skilled in the art.

Claims

1. A clothes treating apparatus, comprising:

a cabinet (80) having a base (600) forming a
bottom surface of the cabinet (80);
a tub (90) disposed in the cabinet (80) having a
bearing housing (400) disposed at a rear side
thereof;
a drum (300) rotatably accommodated in the tub
(90) and having a rotational shaft (351);
at least one support (690), wherein the at least
one support includes: a plurality of supports
(691a, 691b) each having a first end connected
to a rear side of the tub (90), wherein each of
the plurality of supports (691a, 691b) includes a
first bracket (710a, 710b) extending from the
bearing housing (400) in a downward direction
and a second bracket (730a, 730b) bent from
the first bracket (710a, 710b) and extending to-
ward the front side of the cabinet (80);
at least one damper (760a; 770a; 780a) having
a lower end connected to a bottom surface of
the cabinet (90); and
a damper holder (702a; 714) installed between
the at least one damper (760a; 770a; 780a) and
the at least one support (690), and configured
to connect the at least one damper (760a; 770a;
780a) to the at least one support (690), and
wherein the at least one support (690) is dis-
posed such that a height of a lowest portion
thereof is lower than a height of a coupling shaft
(840a; 850a; 855a) of the at least one damper
(760a; 770a; 780a) coupled to the damper hold-
er (702a; 714)
wherein the clothes treating apparatus further
comprises:

a plurality of elastic members (720a, 720b,
740a, 740b) disposed between the second
brackets (730a, 730b) and the base (600),

wherein the at least one damper includes:

a pair of first dampers 760b) extending
downward from the second brackets (730a,
730b) in a left-right direction of the base
(600) toward an inner side of the cabinet,
each of the first dampers having a coupling
shaft (840a) that extends in a rear to front
direction of the cabinet (80);
a pair of second dampers (770a, 770b) ex-
tending downward from the second brack-

ets (730a, 730b) in a front-rear direction of
the base (600), each of the second dampers
having a coupling shaft (850a) that extends
in a lateral direction of the cabinet (80); and
a pair of third dampers (780a, 780b) extend-
ing downward from the first brackets (710a,
710b) in the left-right direction of the base
(600),
wherein the plurality of elastic members in-
clude:

a rear elastic member (720a, 720b) dis-
posed at a rear end of each second
bracket (730a, 730b) and the base
(600); and
a front elastic member (740a, 740b)
disposed at a front end of each second
bracket (730a, 730b) and the base
(600), and
wherein the plurality of supports (691a,
691b), the first dampers (760a, 760b),
the second dampers (770a, 770b), the
third dampers (780a, 780b), the rear
elastic members (720a, 720b) and the
front elastic members (740a, 740b) are
disposed on a left side and on a right
side symmetrical to each other based
on the rotational shaft (351) of the drum
(300).

2. The clothes treating apparatus of claim 1, wherein
the coupling shaft (840a) of the first damper (760a,
760b) is configured to be inserted into the damper
holder (702a) and the first damper (760a, 760b), in
the rear to front direction of the cabinet (80), and
wherein the lowest portion of the support (690) is
configured as a bent portion disposed at a rear por-
tion of the cabinet (80).

3. The clothes treating apparatus of claim 1 or 2, where-
in the first damper (760a, 760b) is installed so as to
extend from the damper holder (702a) to the base
(600), toward an inner side of the cabinet (80), and
wherein the second damper (770a, 770b) is installed
so as to extend from the damper holder (702a) to
the base (600), toward a rear side of the cabinet (80).

4. The clothes treating apparatus of any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein the third damper (780a) is installed
so as to extend in the downward direction from the
first bracket (710a, 710b) to the base (600), toward
a lateral side of the cabinet (80).

5. The clothes treating apparatus of any one of the
claims 1 to 4, wherein a damper holder mount (734)
to mount the damper holder (702a) is provided on a
bottom surface of the at least one support (690), and
wherein a coupling member (830a) is coupled to the
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damper holder (702a) by passing through the at least
one support (690) from an upper side of the at least
one support (690).

6. The clothes treating apparatus of any one of the
claims 1 to 5, wherein the bearing housing (400) is
coupled to each of the plurality of supports (691a;
691b) disposed at the lower two sides of the tub (90).

7. The clothes treating apparatus of any one of the
claims 1 to 6, further comprising a mass (750a) cou-
pled to the lowest portion of the at least one support
(690).

8. A method of manufacturing a clothes treating appa-
ratus, the method comprising:

installing a buffering member to attenuate vibra-
tion of a drum (300), between a base (600) of a
cabinet (80) of the clothes treating apparatus
and at least one support (690), wherein the in-
stalling comprises:

installing at least one damper (760a; 770a;
780a; 760c) having a lower end connected
to the base (600);
coupling an upper end of the at least one
damper to a damper holder (702a); and
arranging the at least one support (690)
such that a height of a lowest portion thereof
is lower than a height of a coupling shaft
(840a; 840b) of the at least one damper cou-
pled to the damper holder (702a),

wherein the at least one support (690) includes
a plurality of supports (691a, 691b) each includ-
ing a first bracket (710a, 710b) extending from
a bearing housing (400) in a downward direction
and a second bracket (730a, 730b) bent from
the first bracket (710a, 710b) and extending to-
ward the front side of the cabinet (80),
wherein the method further comprises:

coupling a plurality of elastic members
(720a, 720b, 740a, 740b) between the at
least one support (690) and the base (600),
after arranging the at least one support
(690), wherein the at least one damper in-
cludes a pair of first dampers (760a, 760b),
a pair of second dampers (770a, 770b) and
a pair of third dampers (780a, 780b),

wherein the coupling comprises:

coupling the first dampers (760a, 760b) to
the damper holder (702a), such that each
of the first dampers (760a, 760b) has a cou-
pling shaft (840a) that extends in a rear to

front direction of cabinet (80);
coupling the second dampers (770a, 770b)
to the damper holder (702a), such that each
of the second dampers (770a, 770b) has a
coupling shaft (850a) that extends in a lat-
eral direction of the cabinet (80); and
coupling the third dampers (780a, 780b) to
the at least one support (690), and

wherein the plurality of elastic members (720a,
720b, 740a, 740b) comprise a rear elastic mem-
ber (720a, 720b) and a front elastic member
(740a, 740b),
wherein the coupling of the plurality of elastic
members (720a, 720b, 740a, 740b) comprises:

coupling the rear elastic member (720a,
720b) between a rear end of each second
bracket (730a, 730b) and the base (600);
and
coupling the front elastic member (740a,
740b) between a front end of each second
bracket (730a, 730b) and the base (600),

wherein the plurality of supports (691a, 691b),
the first dampers (760a, 760b), the second
dampers (770a, 770b), the third dampers (780a,
780b), the rear elastic members (720a, 720b)
and the front elastic members (740a, 740b) are
disposed left and right symmetrical to each other
based on the tional shaft (351) of the drum (300).

9. The method of claim 8, wherein in the coupling of
the first damper (760a), the first damper (760a) is
coupled to the damper holder (702a) by inserting the
coupling shaft (840a) in the rear to front direction of
the cabinet (80), and wherein in the arranging, the
lowest portion of the at least one support (690) is
disposed at a rear side of the cabinet (80).

10. The method of claim 8 or 9, further comprising man-
ufacturing a support member-bearing housing as-
sembly including coupling a plurality of supports
(691a; 691b) to the bearing housing (400) at lateral
sides thereof in a symmetrical manner, wherein in
the arranging, each of the plurality of support mem-
bers is coupled to the damper holder (702a), after
being coupled to the bearing housing (400).

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the manufacturing
further includes coupling a mass (750a) to the lowest
portion of each of the plurality of supports (691a;
691b).

Patentansprüche

1. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung, die Folgen-
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des umfasst:

ein Gehäuse (80) mit einer Basis (600), die eine
Bodenfläche des Gehäuses (80) ausbildet;
einen Bottich (90), der in dem Gehäuse (80) an-
geordnet ist, mit einem Lagergehäuse (400),
das an einer Rückseite davon angeordnet ist;
eine Trommel (300), die drehbar in dem Bottich
(90) aufgenommen ist und eine Drehwelle (351)
aufweist;
mindestens einen Träger (690), wobei der min-
destens eine Träger Folgendes umfasst: meh-
rere Träger (691a, 691b), von denen jeder ein
erstes Ende aufweist, das mit einer Rückseite
des Bottichs (90) verbunden ist, wobei jeder der
mehreren Träger (691a, 691b) eine erste Halte-
rung (710a, 710b), die sich von dem Lagerge-
häuse (400) in einer Abwärtsrichtung erstreckt,
und eine zweite Halterung (730a, 730b), die von
der ersten Halterung (710a, 710b) abgewinkelt
ist und sich in Richtung der Vorderseite des Ge-
häuses (80) erstreckt, umfasst;
mindestens einen Dämpfer (760a; 770a; 780a)
mit einem unteren Ende, das mit einer Boden-
fläche des Gehäuses (80) verbunden ist; und
einen Dämpferhalter (702a; 714), der zwischen
dem mindestens einen Dämpfer (760a, 770a,
780a) und dem mindestens einen Träger (690)
installiert ist und dazu ausgelegt ist, den min-
destens einen Dämpfer (760a, 770a, 780a) mit
dem mindestens einen Träger (690) zu verbin-
den, und wobei der mindestens eine Träger
(690) so ausgelegt ist, dass eine Höhe von des-
sen unterstem Abschnitt niedriger ist als eine
Höhe einer Kopplungswelle (840a; 850a; 855a)
des mindestens einen Dämpfers (760a; 770a;
780a), der mit dem Dämpferhalter (702a; 714)
gekoppelt ist,
wobei die Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung
ferner umfasst:

mehrere elastische Elemente (720a, 720b,
740a, 740b), die zwischen den zweiten Hal-
terungen (730a, 730b) und der Basis (600)
angeordnet sind,
wobei der mindestens eine Dämpfer um-
fasst:

ein Paar erste Dämpfer (760a, 760b),
die sich von den zweiten Halterungen
(730a, 730b) abwärts in einer Links-
Rechts-Richtung der Basis (600) zu ei-
ner inneren Seite des Gehäuses hin er-
strecken, wobei jeder erste Dämpfer ei-
ne Kopplungswelle (840a) aufweist, die
sich in einer Hinten-Vorne-Richtung
des Gehäuses (80) erstreckt;
ein Paar zweite Dämpfer (770a, 770b),

die sich von den zweiten Halterungen
(730a, 730b) abwärts in einer Vorne-
Hinten-Richtung der Basis (600) erstre-
cken, wobei jeder zweite Dämpfer eine
Kopplungswelle (850a) aufweist, die
sich in einer seitlichen Richtung des
Gehäuses (80) erstreckt; und
ein Paar dritter Dämpfer (780a, 780b),
die sich von den ersten Halterungen
(710a, 710b) abwärts in einer Links-
Rechts-Richtung der Basis (600) er-
strecken, wobei die mehreren elasti-
schen Elemente umfassen:

ein hinteres elastisches Element
(720a, 720b), das an einem hinte-
ren Ende jeder zweiten Halterung
(730a, 730b) und der Basis (600)
angeordnet ist; und
ein vorderes elastisches Element
(740a, 740b), das an einem vorde-
ren Ende jeder zweiten Halterung
(730a, 730b) und der Basis (600)
angeordnet ist; und

wobei die mehreren Träger (691a,
691b), die ersten Dämpfer (760a,
760b), die zweiten Dämpfer (770a,
770b), die dritten Dämpfer (780a,
780b), die hinteren elastischen Ele-
mente (720a, 720b) und die vorderen
elastischen Elemente (740a, 740b) an
einer linken Seite und an einer rechten
Seite basierend auf der Drehwelle
(351) der Trommel (300) symmetrisch
zueinander angeordnet sind.

2. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1, wobei die Kopplungswelle (840a) des ers-
ten Dämpfers (760a, 760b) so ausgelegt ist, dass
sie in den Dämpferhalter (702a) und den ersten
Dämpfer (760a, 760b) in der Hinten-Vorne-Richtung
des Gehäuses (80) eingesetzt wird, und wobei der
unterste Abschnitt des Trägers (690) als gebogener
Abschnitt, der an einem hinteren Abschnitt des Ge-
häuses (80) angeordnet ist, ausgelegt ist.

3. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach An-
spruch 1 oder 2, wobei der erste Dämpfer (760a,
760b) so installiert ist, dass er sich von dem Dämp-
ferhalter (702a) zu der Basis (600) in Richtung einer
inneren Seite des Gehäuses (80) erstreckt, und wo-
bei der zweite Dämpfer (770a, 770b) so installiert
ist, dass er sich von dem Dämpferhalter (702a) zu
der Basis (600) in Richtung einer hinteren Seite des
Gehäuses (80) erstreckt.

4. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach einem
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der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei der dritte Dämpfer
(780a) so installiert ist, dass er sich in einer Abwärts-
richtung von der ersten Halterung (710a, 710b) zu
der Basis (600) in Richtung einer lateralen Seite des
Gehäuses (80) erstreckt.

5. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei eine Dämpferhalter-
befestigung (734) zum Befestigen des Dämpferhal-
ters (702a) an einer Bodenfläche des mindestens
einen Trägers (690) vorgesehen ist und wobei ein
Kopplungselement (730a) mit dem Dämpferhalter
(702a) gekoppelt ist, indem es von einer oberen Sei-
te des mindestens einen Trägers (690) durch den
mindestens einen Träger (690) verläuft.

6. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 5, wobei das Lagergehäuse
(400) mit jedem der mehreren Träger (691a, 691b),
die an den unteren zwei Seiten des Bottichs (90)
angeordnet sind, gekoppelt ist.

7. Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung nach einem
der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, die ferner eine Masse (750a),
die mit dem untersten Abschnitt des wenigstens ei-
nen Trägers (690) gekoppelt ist, umfasst.

8. Verfahren zum Herstellen einer Bekleidungsbe-
handlungsvorrichtung, wobei das Verfahren Folgen-
des umfasst:

Installieren eines Pufferelements, um eine Vib-
ration einer Trommel (300) abzumildern, zwi-
schen einer Basis (600) eines Gehäuses (80)
der Bekleidungsbehandlungsvorrichtung und
mindestens einem Träger (690), wobei das In-
stallieren Folgendes umfasst:

Installieren mindestens eines Dämpfers
(760a; 770a; 780a), der ein unteres Ende
aufweist, das mit der Basis (600) verbunden
ist;
Koppeln eines oberen Endes des mindes-
tens einen Dämpfers mit einem Dämpfer-
halter (702a); und
Anordnen des mindestens einen Trägers
(690) so, dass eine Höhe von dessen un-
terstem Abschnitt niedriger ist als eine Höhe
einer Kopplungswelle (840a; 840b) des
mindestens einen Dämpfers, der mit dem
Dämpferhalter (702a) gekoppelt ist,

wobei der mindestens eine Träger (690) meh-
rere Träger (691a, 691b) umfasst, von denen
jeder eine erste Halterung (710a, 710b), die sich
von einem Lagergehäuse (400) in einer Ab-
wärtsrichtung erstreckt, und eine zweite Halte-
rung (730a, 730b), die von der ersten Halterung

(710a, 710b) abgewinkelt ist und sich in Rich-
tung der Vorderseite des Gehäuses (80) er-
streckt, umfasst,
wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

Koppeln mehrerer elastischer Elemente
(720a, 720b, 740a, 740b) zwischen den
mindestens einen Träger (690) und die Ba-
sis (600), nachdem der mindestens eine
Träger (690) angeordnet ist,
wobei der mindestens eine Dämpfer ein
Paar erste Dämpfer (760a, 760b), ein Paar
zweite Dämpfer (770a, 770b) und ein Paar
dritte Dämpfer (780a, 780b) umfasst,
wobei das Koppeln Folgendes umfasst:

Koppeln der ersten Dämpfer (760a,
760b) mit dem Dämpferhalter (702a)
so, dass jeder der ersten Dämpfer
(760a, 760b) eine Kopplungswelle
(840a) aufweist, die sich in einer Hin-
ten-Vorne-Richtung des Gehäuses
(80) erstreckt;
Koppeln der zweiten Dämpfer (770a,
770b) mit dem Dämpferhalter (702a)
so, dass jeder zweite Dämpfer (770a,
770b) eine Kopplungswelle (850a) auf-
weist, die sich in einer seitlichen Rich-
tung des Gehäuses (80) erstreckt; und
Koppeln der dritten Dämpfer (780a,
780b) mit dem mindestens einen Trä-
ger (690) und

wobei die mehreren elastischen Elemente
(720a, 720b, 740a, 740b) ein hinteres elas-
tisches Element (720a, 720b) und ein vor-
deres elastisches Element (740a, 740b)
umfassen,
wobei das Koppeln der mehreren elasti-
schen Elemente (720a, 720b, 740a, 740b)
Folgendes umfasst:

Koppeln des hinteren elastischen Ele-
ments (720a, 720b) zwischen ein hin-
teres Ende jeder zweiten Halterung
(730a, 730b) und die Basis (600); und
Koppeln des vorderen elastischen Ele-
ments (740a, 740b) zwischen ein vor-
deres Ende jeder zweiten Halterung
(730a, 730b) und die Basis (600),

wobei die mehreren Träger (691a, 691b),
die ersten Dämpfer (760a, 760b), die zwei-
ten Dämpfer (770a, 770b), die dritten
Dämpfer (780a, 780b), die hinteren elasti-
schen Elemente (720a, 720b) und die vor-
deren elastischen Elemente (740a, 740b)
basierend auf der Drehwelle (351) der
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Trommel (300) rechts und links zueinander
symmetrisch angeordnet werden.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, wobei bei dem Koppeln
des ersten Dämpfers (760a) der erste Dämpfer
(760a) mit dem Dämpferhalter (702a) durch Einset-
zen der Kopplungswelle (840a) in der Hinten-Vorne-
Richtung des Gehäuses (80) gekoppelt wird und wo-
bei bei dem Anordnen der unterste Abschnitt des
mindestens einen Trägers (690) an einer hinteren
Seite des Gehäuses (80) angeordnet wird.

10. Verfahren nach den Ansprüchen 8 oder 9, das ferner
umfasst: ein Herstellen einer Trägerelement-Lager-
gehäuse-Anordnung, was ein Koppeln mehrerer
Träger (691a, 691b) mit dem Lagergehäuse (400)
an dessen lateralen Seiten in einer symmetrischen
Weise umfasst, wobei bei dem Anordnen jedes der
mehreren Trägerelemente mit dem Dämpferhalter
(702a) gekoppelt wird, nachdem es mit dem Lager-
gehäuse (400) gekoppelt worden ist.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, wobei das Herstellen
ferner ein Koppeln einer Masse (750a) mit dem un-
tersten Abschnitt jedes der mehreren Träger (691a;
691b) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Appareil de traitement de vêtements, comprenant:

un compartiment (80) comportant une base
(600) formant une surface inférieure du compar-
timent (80) ;
une cuve (90) disposée dans le compartiment
(80) comportant un logement de palier (400) dis-
posé à un côté arrière de celle-ci
un tambour (300) aménagé, de manière à pou-
voir tourner, dans la cuve (90) et comportant un
arbre de rotation (351) ;
au moins un support (690), dans lequel l’au
moins un support comprend: une pluralité de
supports (691a, 691b) comportant chacun une
première extrémité reliée à un côté arrière de la
cuve (90), dans lequel chacun de la pluralité de
supports (691a, 691b) comprend une première
équerre (710a, 710b) s’étendant du premier lo-
gement de palier (400) dans un sens vers le bas
et une deuxième équerre (730a, 730b) pliée à
partir de la première équerre (710a, 710b) et
s’étendant vers le côté avant du compartiment
(80) ;
au moins un amortisseur (760a; 770a; 780a)
comportant une extrémité inférieure reliée à une
surface inférieure du compartiment (90) ; et
un dispositif de maintien d’amortisseur (702a;
714) installé entre l’au moins un amortisseur

(760a; 770a; 780a) et l’au moins un support
(690), et configuré pour relier l’au moins un
amortisseur (760a; 770a; 780a) à l’au moins un
support (690), et dans lequel l’au moins un sup-
port (690) est disposé de sorte qu’une hauteur
d’une portion la plus basse de celui-ci soit infé-
rieure à une hauteur d’un arbre de couplage
(840a ; 850a ; 855a) de l’au moins un amortis-
seur (760a ; 770a ; 780a) couplé au dispositif
de maintien d’amortisseur (702a ; 714),
dans lequel l’appareil de traitement de vête-
ments comprend en outre :

une pluralité d’organes élastiques (720a,
720b, 740a, 740b) disposés entre les
deuxièmes équerres (730a, 730b) et la ba-
se (600),
dans lequel l’au moins un amortisseur
comprend :

une paire de premiers amortisseurs
(760a, 760b) s’étendant vers le bas à
partir des deuxièmes équerres (730a,
730b) dans un sens gauche-droite de
la base (600) vers un côté intérieur du
compartiment, chacun des premiers
amortisseurs comportant un arbre de
couplage (840a) qui s’étend dans un
sens de l’arrière à l’avant du comparti-
ment (80) ;
une paire de deuxièmes amortisseurs
(770a, 770b) s’étendant vers le bas à
partir des deuxièmes équerres (730a,
730b) dans un sens avant-arrière de la
base (600), chacun des deuxièmes
amortisseurs comportant un arbre de
couplage (850a) qui s’étend dans un
sens latéral du compartiment (80) ; et
une paire de troisièmes amortisseurs
(780a, 780b) s’étendant vers le bas à
partir des premières équerres (710a,
710b) dans le sens gauche-droite de la
base (600),
dans lequel la pluralité d’organes élas-
tiques comprend :

un organe élastique arrière (720a,
720b) disposé à une extrémité ar-
rière de chaque deuxième équerre
(730a, 730b) et la base (600) ; et
un organe élastique avant (740a,
740b) disposé à une extrémité
avant de chaque deuxième équer-
re (730a, 730b) et la base (600), et
dans lequel la pluralité de supports
(691a, 691b), les premiers amor-
tisseurs (760a, 760b), les deuxiè-
mes amortisseurs (770a, 770b),
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les troisièmes amortisseurs (780a,
780b), les organes élastiques ar-
rière (720a, 720b) et les organes
élastiques avant (740a, 740b) sont
disposés sur un côté gauche et sur
un côté droit symétriquement l’un
à l’autre par rapport à l’arbre de ro-
tation (351) du tambour (300).

2. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel l’arbre de couplage (840a)
du premier amortisseur (760a, 760b) est configuré
pour être inséré dans le dispositif de maintien
d’amortisseur (702a) et le premier amortisseur
(760a, 760b), dans le sens de l’arrière à l’avant du
compartiment (80), et dans lequel la portion la plus
basse du support (690) est configurée sous la forme
d’une portion pliée disposée à une portion arrière du
compartiment (80).

3. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon la reven-
dication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le premier amortisseur
(760a, 760b) est installé de manière à s’étendre du
dispositif de maintien d’amortisseur (702a) à la base
(600), vers un côté intérieur du compartiment (80),
et dans lequel le deuxième amortisseur (770a, 770b)
est installé de manière à s’étendre du dispositif de
maintien d’amortisseur (702a) à la base (600), vers
un côté arrière du compartiment (80).

4. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le
troisième amortisseur (780a) est installé de manière
à s’étendre dans le sens vers le bas de la première
équerre (710a, 710b) à la base (600), vers un côté
latéral du compartiment (80).

5. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel
un montant de dispositif de maintien d’amortisseur
(734) pour monter le dispositif de maintien d’amor-
tisseur (702a) est prévu sur une surface inférieure
de l’au moins un support (690), et dans lequel un
organe de couplage (830a) est couplé au dispositif
de maintien d’amortisseur (702a) en passant à tra-
vers l’au moins un support (690) depuis un côté su-
périeur de l’au moins un support (690).

6. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 5, dans lequel le
logement de palier (400) est couplé à chacun de la
pluralité de supports (691a ; 691b) disposés aux
deux côtés inférieurs de la cuve (90).

7. Appareil de traitement de vêtements selon l’une
quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant
en outre une masse (750a) couplée à la portion la
plus basse de l’au moins un support (690).

8. Procédé de fabrication d’un appareil de traitement
de vêtements, le procédé comprenant :

l’installation d’un organe tampon pour atténuer
des vibrations d’un tambour (300), entre une ba-
se (600) d’un compartiment (80) de l’appareil de
traitement de vêtements et au moins un support
(690), dans lequel l’installation comprend :

l’installation de l’au moins un amortisseur
(760a ; 770a ; 780a ; 760c) comportant une
extrémité inférieure reliée à la base (600) ;
le couplage d’une extrémité supérieure de
l’au moins un amortisseur à un dispositif de
maintien d’amortisseur (702a) ; et
l’agencement de l’au moins un support
(690) de sorte qu’une hauteur d’une portion
la plus basse de celui-ci soit inférieure à une
hauteur d’un arbre de couplage (840a ;
840b) de l’au moins un amortisseur couplé
au dispositif de maintien d’amortisseur
(702a),
dans lequel l’au moins un support (690)
comprend une pluralité de supports (691a,
691b) comprenant chacun une première
équerre (710a, 710b) s’étendant depuis un
logement de palier (400) dans un sens vers
le bas et une deuxième équerre (730a,
730b) pliée depuis la première équerre
(710a, 710b) et s’étendant vers le côté
avant du compartiment (80),
dans lequel le procédé comprend en outre :

le couplage d’une pluralité d’organes
élastiques (720a, 720b, 740a, 740b)
entre l’au moins un support (690) et la
base (600), après l’agencement de l’au
moins un support (690),
dans lequel l’au moins un amortisseur
comprend une paire de premiers amor-
tisseurs (760a, 760b), une paire de
deuxièmes amortisseurs (770a, 770b)
et une paire de troisièmes amortisseurs
(780a, 780b),
dans lequel le couplage comprend :

le couplage des premiers amortis-
seurs (760a, 760b) au dispositif de
maintien d’amortisseur (702a), de
sorte que chacun des premiers
amortisseurs (760a, 760b) com-
prenne un arbre de couplage
(840a) qui s’étend dans un sens de
l’arrière à l’avant du compartiment
(80) ;
le couplage des deuxièmes amor-
tisseurs (770a, 770b) au dispositif
de maintien d’amortisseur (702a),
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de sorte que chacun des deuxiè-
mes amortisseurs (770a, 770b)
comprenne un arbre de couplage
(850a) qui s’étend dans un sens la-
téral du compartiment (80) ; et
le couplage des troisièmes amor-
tisseurs (780a, 780b) à l’au moins
un support (690), et

dans lequel la pluralité d’organes élas-
tiques (720a, 720b, 740a, 740b) com-
prend un organe élastique arrière
(720a, 720b) et un organe élastique
avant (740a, 740b),
dans lequel le couplage de la pluralité
d’organes élastiques (720a, 720b,
740a, 740b) comprend :

le couplage de l’organe élastique
arrière (720a, 720b) entre une ex-
trémité arrière de chaque deuxiè-
me équerre (730a, 730b) et la base
(600) ; et
le couplage de l’organe élastique
avant (740a, 740b) entre une ex-
trémité avant de chaque deuxième
équerre (730a, 730b) et la base
(600),

dans lequel la pluralité de supports
(691a, 691b), les premiers amortis-
seurs (760a, 760b), les deuxièmes
amortisseurs (770a, 770b), les troisiè-
mes amortisseurs (780a, 780b), les or-
ganes élastiques arrière (720a, 720b)
et les organes élastiques avant (740a,
740b) sont disposés à gauche et à droi-
te symétriquement l’un à l’autre par rap-
port à l’arbre de rotation (351) du tam-
bour (300).

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, dans lequel, dans
le couplage du premier amortisseur (760a), le pre-
mier amortisseur (760a) est couplé au dispositif de
maintien d’amortisseur (702a) par l’insertion de l’ar-
bre de couplage (840a) dans le sens de l’arrière à
l’avant du compartiment (80), et dans lequel, dans
l’agencement, la portion la plus basse de l’au moins
un support (690) est disposée à un côté arrière du
compartiment (80).

10. Procédé selon la revendication 8 ou 9, comprenant
en outre la fabrication d’un ensemble d’organes de
support-logement de palier comprenant le couplage
d’une pluralité de supports (691a ; 691b) au loge-
ment de palier (400) à des côtés latéraux de celui-
ci de manière symétrique, dans lequel, dans l’agen-
cement, chacun de la pluralité d’organes de support

est couplé au dispositif de maintien d’amortisseur
(702a), après avoir été couplé au logement de palier
(400).

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, dans lequel la
fabrication comprend en outre le couplage d’une
masse (750a) à la portion la plus basse de chacun
de la pluralité de supports (691a ; 691b).
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